HPE Synergy

Simplify operations, reduce your TCO, and position your HPE Synergy

One Infrastructure for any application

Eliminate costly silos, free up resources and simplify IT operations with software-defined intelligence

- Defined PaaS-like experience on any technology stack
- Composable infrastructure
- Cloud service delivery and a single line of code
- Automate everyday operations
- Automate operations and scale across your entire partner ecosystem
- Bare metal, containers, and virtualized solutions

Are you ready for an upgrade?

HPE Synergy, the next logical step up

Ask about why everyone from box tops and core cards to the cloud are talking about HPE Synergy. To learn more about HPE Synergy, please reach out to your HPE rep or to HPE online.

HPE Synergy gives you more flexibility than any other platform to deliver apps faster and smarter, more powerful compute, and dynamic, software-defined services. That’s why it’s such a game-changer for businesses who need to continuously build, test, and deploy applications.

HPE Synergy is in a class of its own

You are ready to upgrade when you need a cloud platform that lets you do more, faster, and smarter with less money and less effort than ever before. If you’re still on the cloud adoption journey, HPE Synergy is the next logical step up. To learn more about HPE Synergy, please reach out to your HPE rep or to HPE online.
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Minimize the cost and time to deploy and simplify infrastructure using software-defined intelligence
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Future proof solutions for any application

Reduce core provisioning costs and simplify operations

- Leverage CPE and operate expenses

Display at cloud-like speed and scale

Develop apps faster and smarter

- Accelerate your business with a developer-friendly interface

Define PaaS-like experience on any technology stack

Automate everyday operations
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